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Concept of New Year’s
resolutions needs
an overhaul
By Sarah Newkirk

R

olling your eyes at the
idea of a “new year,
new you?”
Maybe you’ve grown
weary of the same advice found
in almost every health and wellness article: Spend Sundays meal
prepping. Swap soda for water.
Set out your gym clothes the
night before. Take the stairs instead of the elevator.
Small changes sound simple but
are difficult to execute collectively
on a long-term basis. If you’ve
ever found your motivation waning by Valentine’s Day, you’re not
alone — there’s a reason the gym
starts looking less crowded come
February.
Nearly as often as we make New
Year’s resolutions, we fail at them

— especially when it comes to
the resolution greatest hits (lose
weight, exercise more, eat better). Perhaps the key to success
doesn’t revolve around the same
time-honored tips and tricks, but
the approach toward the resolution concept itself.
The word “resolution” tends
to have a negative connotation,
especially because we often
approach New Year’s resolutions
in terms of giving something up.
Experts agree that one of the
first steps is to throw out that
word and start thinking in terms
of “goals.”
Plan in terms of new behaviors
and habits to adopt instead of
what has to be sacrificed. For example, instead of resolving to cut
out soda or ice cream completely,
aim to drink more water and eat
Continues on Pg. 2
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more vegetables daily.
Also, try to reject our cultural tendency to assign some sort of moral
scorecard to foods and behaviors.
“My advice for people who want
to shift to an alternative approach
to resolutions is to stop categorizing
behavior as ‘failure’ or ‘success’ and
to stop categorizing food as ‘good’
or ‘bad,’ says San Francisco-based
Natalie Carey, personal trainer and
author of “Every. Body. Beautiful.”
Carey points out that labeling
certain foods and behaviors as “bad”
is counter-productive because we’re
much more likely to accept defeat in
the face of inevitable slip-ups.
There is a psychological link between negative thoughts and failure,
says Denver-based Karen Brown, a
business psychology coach and the
author of “Unlimiting Your Beliefs;
7 Keys to Greater Success in Your
Personal and Professional Life.”
“The behavior that you display is
really from your unconscious mind,
which is the driver of all behavior,”
Brown says.
Reframe changes positively, Brown
says, as the unconscious mind does
not process negatives. Instead of
saying, “I want to lose weight,” state
your goal as, “I want to be X-number of pounds.”
“The word ‘should’ and the word
‘lose’ are terrible,” Brown says.
“Sometimes we joke in the psychological world, don’t ‘should’ all over
yourself.”
This isn’t the time to dream big:
One of the reasons we tend to fail at

New Year’s resolutions is that they’re
simply too lofty. Be specific, and be
realistic. If you’re not currently a
runner, it’s not likely that you’ll start
going for four-mile runs three or
four times a week. Start small: Simply resolve to go for a run (after all,
you’ll need to find out if you even
like to run in the first place).
Depending on your existing fitness
level, start even smaller, says Michelle Cederberg, a Calgary-based
professional speaker and certified
exercise physiologist.
“Make a goal to start with a
10-minute walk every day,” Cederberg says. “It may not sound like
much, but if you haven’t been doing
anything, you’ll feel it. And more importantly, the short duration will in-

“

The behavior that you
display is really from
your unconscious mind,
which is the driver of all
behavior.”

crease the likelihood that you get to
it. We talk ourselves out of change
because the goals we set are too big
or overwhelming for the time or
energy we have available right now,
so we do nothing.”
We’re typically not told to plan to fail,
but there is value in anticipating what
could go wrong. From a psychological
standpoint on goals, most of us fall
Continues on Pg. 3
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within a group that prioritizes and
acts upon external expectations,
usually those belonging to work,
spouse and children, Brown says.
In other words, life simply gets
in the way. And because many of
us place external demands over
internal desires, we often struggle
and fail in carrying out New Year’s
resolutions, specifically those related
to health and fitness.
“When someone thinks they want
to make a change, there’s a ton of
resistance; there’s a reason they’ve
been doing things this way for the
past 10 years,” says Rebecca “Kiki”
Weingarten, founder of the New
York-based coaching company TradeCraft Coaching.
Weingarten says she asks clients
to acknowledge the elephant in the
room, the specific reasons why they
anticipate having difficulty making a
change.
Weingarten recommends starting
to plan a couple of months before
the new year and preparing for occasional setbacks. People often lose
steam a few weeks into January, so
that might be a timeline to anticipate for needing a little recharge.
If you know of an upcoming party
or dinner, Weingarten says, plan
ahead on how you’re going to make
adjustments around that time —
perhaps increasing exercise or eating
a little more carefully in the days
before the event.
“People are afraid of change
because they don’t want to feel
deprived,” Weingarten says. “Anticipate where the pitfalls are going to
be and work around them. Where
are you feeling deprived? How can
you do something about that?”

Sweet success
Toast your good health by limiting
holiday adult beverages

By Tony Regan

I

t’s not just the avalanche of
food that can lead to weight
gain during the holidays.
Whether it’s the unavoidable holiday work party fueled by
mulled wine and Champagne, the
neighborhood holiday bash where
everyone has arrived with bottles
of soul-warming whiskey or simply a night on the town with some
seriously chewy seasonal stout, the
holidays bring a lot of overindulging.
“People can gain a lot of weight
during this time and never lose
it. It can derail your efforts,” says
registered Chicago dietitian Cindy
Klinger. “There is a lot of pressure
(to eat and drink). One of the biggest challenges is saying ‘no.’”
3

In addition to the alcohol content,
adult drinks can sneak in a lot of
sugar and calories. But you can get
a head start well before any New
Year’s resolution begins by sipping
on lower-calorie cocktails during the
holiday season.
Keeping an eye on how much
sugar is going into some of your favorite holiday beverages is key when
making your own or ordering at a
bar or event. We talked with a few
bartenders and dietitians for some
recipes and tips to consider before
diving into the barrage of holiday
beverages.
Natasha David, co-owner and head
bartender at Nitecap in New York,
is sold on providing healthier and
still-delicious holiday concoctions to
her customers.
Continues on Pg. 4

